Zinc is an essential dietary element that has been implicated in the pathogenesis of prostate cancer, a cancer that disproportionately affects men of African descent. Studies assessing the association of zinc intake and prostate cancer have yielded inconsistent results. Furthermore, very little is known about the relationship between zinc intake and prostate cancer among African Americans. We examined the association between self-reported zinc intake and prostate cancer in a hospital-based case-control study of African Americans. We then compared our results with previous studies by performing a meta-analysis to summarize the evidence regarding the association between zinc and prostate cancer. Newly diagnosed African American men with histologically confirmed prostate cancer (n = 127) and controls (n = 81) were recruited from an urban academic urology clinic in Washington, DC. Controls had higher zinc intake, with a mean of 14 mg/day versus 11 mg/day for cases. We observed a non-significant, non-linear increase in prostate cancer when comparing tertiles of zinc intake (OR <6.5 vs 6.5-12.5mg/day 1.8, 95% CI: 0.6,5.6; OR <6.5 vs >12.5mg/day 1.3, 95% CI: 0.2,6.5). The pooled estimate from 17 studies (including 3 cohorts, 2 nested case-control, 11 case-control studies, and 1 randomized clinical trial, with a total of 111,199 participants and 11,689 cases of prostate cancer) was 1.07 hi vs lo 95% CI: 0.98-1.16. Using a dose-response meta-analysis, we observed a non-linear trend in the relationship between zinc intake and prostate cancer (p for nonlinearity = 0.0022). This is the first study to examine the relationship between zinc intake in black men and risk of prostate cancer and systematically evaluate available epidemiologic evidence about the magnitude of the relationship between zinc intake and prostate cancer. Despite of the lower intake of zinc by prostate cancer patients, our meta-analysis indicated that there is no evidence for an association between zinc intake and prostate cancer.
Introduction
To address this issue, we assessed the association of dietary zinc intake among African Americans from a hospital based case-control study with demographic, lifestyle and clinical characteristics. We also conducted a systematic review of the literature and perform a metaanalysis to summarize the evidence regarding the association between zinc and prostate cancer.
Materials and Methods

Case-Control Study
Study population. Self-identified African American men aged between 40 and 85 were recruited from the Division of Urology at the Howard University Hospital and Washington D. C. area. Details of the study were previously published [35] . In brief, cases had histological confirmed prostate cancer with a PSA of > 3.5 ng/ml and a positive digital rectal examination (DRE). Controls were healthy, unaffected volunteers with no history of prostate cancer among first-degree relatives from the prostate cancer screening population of the Division of Urology. All participants provided written informed consent. The study and consent forms were approved by the Howard University Institutional Review Board [36, 37] . The present analysis is based on 248 men who provided demographic, lifestyle, dietary, and medical information.
Zinc assessment. Usual dietary intake was assessed at the time of recruitment (2000 to 2004) with the use of a block food frequency questionnaire (These self-administered FFQ were adapted from National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 1999-2001 dietary recall data and validated for use in the African American population to estimate usual zinc intake during the year prior to recruitment into the study [38] [39] [40] . The FFQ consisted of 19 food items, 3 supplements questions, and questions to adjust for food fortification practices.
Statistical analysis. To compare sample characteristics, t-test for continuous variables and chi-square for categorical variables were used. Unconditional logistic regression was used to calculate the unadjusted and adjusted odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) associated with prostate cancer and zinc intake. The OR was adjusted for age, PSA, body mass index (BMI), family history of prostate cancer, education, income, fruit, vegetables, iron, calcium intake, smoking and alcohol intake. Zinc intake was analyzed as both continuous and tertiles with cut-points based on its distributions. We used the lowest tertile as the reference group. Linear trends across categories were tested in these models using ordinal variables. The SAS software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) was used for the analysis.
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
Literature search and selection. We conducted a literature search of PubMed, Embase and Cochrane databases from January 1 st 1977 to March 31 st 2016. The search strategy included a combination of free text and the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms of the following terms: (zinc or ZN) AND ('prostate cancer' or 'prostatic neoplasms') AND (intake or status or diet or dietary or supplement or supplemental or hair or nail or toenail or plasma or serum or urine). No language restrictions were imposed. Titles and abstracts of identified studies were checked and the full text of relevant studies was assessed for eligibility against the predefined inclusion criteria. We also performed a manual search of references cited in the selected articles and published reviews to search for additional relevant studies and authors were contacted to request missing data. No additional eligible articles were identified in Embase or Cochrane Database of Reviews that we did not identify in PubMed. There was no Cochrane review on the topic. Studies were included in this meta-analysis if they fulfilled the following criteria: 1) presented original data from cohort, case-control, cross-sectional, or RCT studies, 2) the exposure of interest was zinc intake or status, 3) the outcome was prostate cancer occurrence, and 4) the studies reported effect estimates (OR, relative risk (RR), or hazard ratio (HR)) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Data extraction. The following data were extracted from each study: first author's last name, publication year, study name, study location, ethnic origin of participants, age (mean or range), sample size, zinc intake categories, dietary assessment method, covariates adjusted for in the multivariable analysis, and effect estimates with their 95% CI for each category of zinc. Data extraction was conducted independently by 2 investigators using a standardized data extraction excel sheet, and disagreements resolved by consensus. The reporting protocol for the meta-analysis is shown in S1 Checklist.
Statistical analysis. We calculated the standard error for each study using the reported 95% CIs and computed summary RR and 95% CIs from the RR, OR and HR for the highest versus the lowest zinc category using the inverse variance weighted method. We also tested the influence of individual study on the results in sensitivity analyses and performed a cumulative meta-analysis. Cumulative meta-analysis shows the evolution of the estimate of the pooled effect in a meta-analysis with publication year. We examined the publication bias through visual inspection of the Begg's funnel plots and formally tested using Egger's regression asymmetry method with results considered to indicate potential small-study bias when P <0.10. To model the relationship between zinc intake and prostate cancer, we applied a 2-stage random-effects dose-response meta-analysis developed by Orisini et al [42] using generalized least squares for trend (GLST) analysis and restricted cubic splines with three knots at percentiles 10%, 50%, and 90% of the distribution. We computed study-specific RR and 95% CI from the natural logarithms of the effect estimates across categories of zinc intake [45] . The doseresponse results are presented for a 100 mg/d increment of zinc intake. The numbers of cases and the denominators in the cohort studies and the median or mean intake for each category were required [42] . Several papers had missing data needed to estimate the dose-response associations. We contacted the authors for the missing information. If we were unable to obtain the data, we derived the missing values using information reported in the papers instead of excluding potentially important studies using recommendations described by Bekkering et al [46] . When the median or mean intake per category was not provided, we assigned the midpoint of the upper and lower boundaries in each category as the average intake. If the lower or upper boundary for the lowest and highest category respectively was not reported, we assigned half the dose to the lower boundary and multiplied the highest level by 1.5. The dose of zinc was not collected by the authors in two studies [18, 25] . For Kristal et al, 1999 [18] we used the dose of zinc from a subsequent paper from the same author (Kristal et al. 2010 ) [28] ; and used the data from Gonzalez et al 2009 [17] for Zhang et al 2009 [25] , as the later measured both dose and frequency. All analyses were performed with Stata 11.0 (StataCorp), with a 2-tailed α of 0.05 using a combination of published macros, including metan, metareg, metafunnel, metabias, GLST and MKSPLINE. Table 1 summarizes the descriptive characteristics of the study participants in the case-control study. The cases had lower educational level and income and less likely to eat red meat and vegetables or be current drinker. The daily zinc intake was lower in the case than control (p = 0.06). However, prostate cancer cases did not differ significantly from the healthy controls for BMI, family history of prostate cancer, daily dietary intake of total iron, total calcium, total fat and mean energy intake. We examined the association between total zinc intake and prostate cancer as a continuous variable or divided into tertiles (<6.5, 6.5-12.5, >12.5mg/day). In Table 2 , we report crude and adjusted prostate risk estimates in relation to total zinc intake. We did not find an association between zinc intake (treated as continuous variable) and prostate cancer after adjusting for age, food energy, body mass index, education, income, smoking history, alcohol, total fat, family history of prostate cancer, PSA levels, vegetables and fruit servings per day, total calcium and iron levels (OR = 0.97, 95% CI: 0.46, 2.1). When we examined tertiles of zinc intake, we observed a non-linear increase in the odds of prostate cancer with increasing zinc intake (p-trend of adjusted model = 0.6).
Results
Case-Control Study
Meta-Analysis
We also conducted a systematic review of the literature and performed a meta-analysis to summarize and pool the findings from multiple studies that measured the association between zinc and prostate cancer risk in the general population. We identified a total of 199 articles from our systematic review and 4 from hand-searching. We scanned the titles and abstract of the 203 articles to remove commentaries, reviews, basic science papers resulting in 25 articles. The full text-articles of the 25 articles that assessed the association between zinc and prostate cancer were reviewed. Eight articles were excluded as they did not report the association between zinc and risk of prostate cancer [17, 20, 21 , 47-52] and we included the remaining 17 articles in our meta-analysis [17-19, 22-34, 53] (Fig 1) .
Characteristics of the Included Studies
The studies that met our inclusion criteria included 3 cohort, 2 nested case-control, 11 casecontrol, and 1 randomized clinical trial with a total of 111,199 participants and 11,689 cases of prostate cancer, were used for the meta-analysis. Details of each of these studies are summarized in Table 3 . The numbers of participants in each study ranged from 143 to 46,974. The studies were generally from the United States (n = 10) or European countries (n = 4); 2 studies was based in China and 1 from Malaysia. Four studies assessed zinc status from nail, hair and plasma, and the rest used FFQ to estimate zinc intake. Dose of zinc in most of the studies was mg/day. All of the studies adjusted for age, as age is an established risk factor for prostate cancer.
Highest versus Lowest Zinc Category Meta-Analysis
We performed a meta-analysis including our case-control study comparing the highest to the lowest zinc intake category (Fig 2) . The random effect summary risk estimates from the 17 studies indicated that the combined high zinc consumption increased the risk of prostate cancer by 7% (OR high vs. low = 1.07, 95% CI: 0.98, 1.64). Visual inspection of the funnel plot did not identify any substantial asymmetry (Fig 3) and the Egger linear regression test also indicated no evidence of significant publication or small-study bias (p = 0.679). Sensitivity analysis showed that no specific study has a strong influence on the summary estimate as the overall OR after exclusion of any individual study was between 0.97 and 1.19 (Fig 4) . Subgroup analyses were conducted to further examine the relationship between zinc and prostate cancer (Table 4 ). There was a 10% increase in the risk of prostate cancer when total zinc intake was examined (RR = 1.10, 95% CI: 0.98, 1.24) that was borderline statistically significant (p = 0.107) and low heterogeneity (I 2 = 0%) among the all studies. The increased risk was absent for the relationship between supplemental zinc intake and prostate cancer (RR = 1, 95% CI: 0.79, 1.27) with strong evidence for heterogeneity among these studies (I 2 = 54.4). We observed greater extent of homogeneity among studies assessing dietary (I 2 = 22%) or total zinc intake (I 2 = 0%) compared to supplemental intake (I 2 = 54%) or zinc status (I 2 = 38%).
There was 21% increase in the risk of prostate cancer among case-control studies compared with cohort studies (p = 0.04) with medium heterogeneity (I 2 = 38%). The source of this heterogeneity seems to be the studies where supplemental zinc was assessed.
Dose-Response Meta-Analysis
Twelve studies were included in the dose-response analysis [17, 18, 22-28, 33, 34] . Publication bias was not evident with Egger's test (p = 0.84). The result of the dose-response meta-analysis indicates that there is no association between zinc intake and prostate cancer (RR 100mg/day increase = 1.07, 95% CI: 0.90, 1.28). If we assume that the relationship between zinc and prostate cancer is linear, an intake of 100 mg/day of zinc would increase the risk of prostate cancer by 7%. However, the relationship between zinc intake and prostate cancer is not linear (non-linearity test p = 0.0022) (Fig 5) .
Discussion
Prostate cancer disproportionately affects men of African descent. Protective role of zinc in prostate cancer has been observed in animal and in vitro studies but epidemiological studies, including case-control, cohort and RCT, have shown mixed results. To address this issue, we assessed the association of dietary zinc intake among African Americans from a hospital based case-control study with demographic, lifestyle and clinical characteristics. We also conducted a systematic review of the literature and perform a meta-analysis to summarize the evidence regarding the association between zinc and prostate cancer. The results of our case-control study suggest that there is a non-linear increase in risk of prostate cancer with increasing intake of zinc which is not statistically significant. Although this is the first study to examine the relationship between zinc intake and prostate cancer in African American, this is not an unusual finding as an increase in risk of prostate cancer has been previously reported in response to other vitamins and minerals [22] [23] [24] [25] . For instance, vitamin E supplementation was shown to be associated with increased prostate cancer among the participants of the Selenium and Vitamin E Cancer Prevention Trial (SELECT) [54] depending on the basal status or interactions with other nutrients [55] . Kolenko et al [56] in a recent report explains the increased risk of prostate cancer with increasing intake of zinc as a result of the mechanisms regulating zinc hemostasis and bioavailability.
We conducted a meta-analysis to systematically summarize the results from multiple studies to generate a pooled estimate of the effect of zinc and prostate cancer among the general population. We performed an overall and dose-response meta-analyses to examine the shape of the relationship between zinc intake and risk of prostate cancer. The high versus low meta-analysis showed a statistically non-significant positive association between zinc intake and prostate cancer (summary estimate OR = 1.07, 95% CI: 0.98, 1.16). Subgroup analysis showed when looking at dietary (RR = 1.05 (0.93, 1.2)), supplemental (RR = 1.0 (0.79, 1.27)) or total zinc (RR = 1.10 (0.98, 1.245), there was no apparent association with prostate cancer risk. However, there was a 24% increase risk of prostate cancer associated with increased zinc intake measured in serum [30] and hair/nail [53] . The observed increased association between levels of zinc status (serum and nail) and prostate cancer could be a result of a better estimation of zinc exposure, eliminating recall bias. On the other hand, it could be due to the lack of correlation between zinc biomarkers and zinc status [57] .
Other limitations of our study should also be acknowledged. Our case-control study has small sample size and the recall bias associated with case-control studies and FFQ assessments. In the meta-analyses errors in measurement of zinc intake could have attenuated individual study results and led to the null association between zinc intake and risk of prostate cancer. All the studies in our analysis (except for two) assessed zinc intake using FFQ, several of which have been validated with reasonable reproducibility and validity [38] [39] [40] . Misreporting of intake was still inevitable. Although we did not observe publication bias, it could still be present as the published results might not be representative of the conducted studies. The presence of high heterogeneity among the studies that assessed supplemental zinc is very evident (I 2 >71%) but using random effect models and performing sensitivity analysis showed that this high level of heterogeneity among the studies did not influence the summary estimate. In summary, we found that low dietary intake of zinc in our case-control study among African Americans showed an increase in prostate cancer risk albeit statistically non-significant. However, the pooled estimates from published studies indicated that zinc intake was not associated with prostate cancer risk. This inconsistency could be explained by the study limitations we mentioned above including small sample size and the recall bias however, it is likely that the major explanation resides within the population heterogeneity in the studies we included in the meta-analysis. There is a lack in studies that examined the association between zinc intake and prostate cancer exclusively in African American. All the studies we included in the metaanalysis examined zinc intake in the general population with no racial/ethnic stratification. An important factor that has not been considered in these epidemiological studies is the heterogeneity of zinc uptake by the prostate gland among different populations. This is supported by previous studies reporting a significant downregulation of the two major zinc transporters, hZIP1 and hZIP2, in normal prostate tissues from African American men when compared with age-matched white men [15] . The reason behind this phenotype is thought to be evolutionary. Since Africa is a mineral-rich continent, Africans may have genetically downregulated their zinc absorption capacity to avoid high toxic levels of zinc that might result in various serious neurodegenerative and biochemical disorders [58] . It has been also shown that the expression of zinc transporters correlates significantly with zinc levels in prostate gland tissues [59] . These findings indicate that African American men need to have higher zinc intake than their White counterparts and might also explain the association we encountered between low zinc intake and prostate cancer in African American while no association was found in the metaanalysis that comprised heterogeneous populations. Thus, the current study indicates the imminent need to conduct further studies that represent racial/ethnic minorities, especially African American who are more susceptible to have zinc deficiency and unintentionally underrepresented in the current literature, to examine the association between zinc intake and the risk of prostate cancer. Also, large epidemiologic studies based on prospective zinc data, preferably using biologic samples (eg, toenails) with repeated collection over time to better reflect long-term exposures, could give a better insight into this critical question.
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